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the gospel of jesus christ

as taught by the nephite prophets
noel

B

reynolds

the book of mormon

and other latter day saint scriptures
define the term gospel precisely as the way or means by which an
individual can come to christ in these scriptures the gospel or
doctrine of christ is the teaching that if people will 1 believe in
christ 2 repent of their sins and 3 submit to baptism in water as
a witness of their willingness to take his name upon them and keep
his commandments he will 4 pour out his spirit upon them and
cleanse them of their sins all who receive this baptism of fire and
of the holy ghost and 5 endure to the end in faith hope and
charity will 6 be found guiltless at the last day and enter into the
kingdom of god alma 714 16 24 25
the book of mormon uses the terms gospel and doctrine
interchangeably in a way that is consistent with new testament
usage the new testament term doctrine is a translation of the
greek word didaskalia
didas kalia which means teaching it can be used
with positive or negative implications referring either to the
doctrines of christ or to the vain teachings of people or devils the
mormon
monnon
to a message
referto
referio
non uses both gospel and doctrine to refer
bookoff
book of mon
bookof
or teaching that can be reduced to a set of statements or points of
doctrine 1 1I ne 1514 as does the new testament while all the
elements of the gospel as it is defined in the book of mormon occur
in the new testament the formulaic relationship the book of mormon ascribes to them is not so obvious yet once the book of
mormon definition is understood there is little difficulty accommo dating new testament usages to it
modating
BASIC ELEMENTS
has repeatedly stated that the book of mormon
fulness of the gospel dac
contains the falness
d&c 209 275 4212 on
three separate occasions reported in the book of mormon the basic
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elements of the gospel are explained by either a prophet or jesus
himself in each case six central elements are repeated several times
in language that is varied to enrich their meaning 2 ne 312 326
3 ne 1131 41 2713 21 each of these long passages is framed
by affirmations that this is my gospel or this is my doctrine
these core texts present the gospel message as a six point
formula which joseph smith abbreviated as the first principle and
ordinances of the gospel history of the church 4541 the
function of this formula is primarily explanatory and pedagogical
as it does not tell converts to christ all things what they should
do 2 ne 325 rather this is the function of the holy ghost
whose guidance the follower of christ must constantly seek 2 ne
321 5 the formula merely spells out the larger relationship of
christians to their god and provides them the verbal essentials for
communicating with one another about that relationship the
formulaic character of this list of points is suggested directly in the
record of aarons teachings to the lamanite king where it simply
says that the sufferings and death of christ atone for peoples
sins through faith and repentance and so forth alma 2214
1

repentance As presented in the book of mormon the formula usually begins with the call to repentance people must forsake their sins and offer
up a sacrifice
of a broken heart and a contrite spirit Q3 ne 920

2

baptism book of mormon accounts of the gospel emphasize the
importance of baptism this essential ordinance constitutes a public
witness to the father that the repentant individuals following the
example of adam and abraham have covenanted with god to take upon
themselves the name of christ and to keep his commandments

3

holy ghost while baptism ritually symbolizes purification and rising
from death to life the actual cleansing or remission of sins comes as a
gift from god through the baptism of fire and of the holy ghost 2 ne
3117 upon reception of the holy ghost the individual is bom again
or bom of god having become a new creature mosiah 2724 26
this spiritual experience constitutes a witness to the convert from the
father and the son that the sacrifice of the penitent has been accepted

4

faith although contemporary latter day saint teaching emphasizes
faith in jesus christ as the first principle of the gospel book of mormon

prophets often introduce it as the link between what one does to begin the
process of salvation and what one must do thereafter faith in christ
means doing what the holy ghost tells one to do showing thereby
a steadfastness in christ and in this manner enduring to the end
2
5

ne 3120

endurance to the end enduring to the end is the scriptural phrase
describing the subsequent life of a member of christs church who has
embraced the first four elements of the gospel formula and has entered
the gate that leads to eternal life once on this strait and narrow path the
new member must press forward in faith thus faith is necessary both
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to begin the process and to continue in a life of obedience to all the
commandments of god at this level faith is also linked with hope
and charity
6

eternal life in addition to the daily blessings that come from following
the inspiration of the holy ghost the gospel of jesus christ promises
that those who comply with the preceding five points will be saved
which means that they will receive eternal life by entering into the
kingdom of god As revealed to the prophet joseph smith this salvation
entails becoming heirs to the celestial kingdom dac
d&c 7650 70

the gospel of jesus christ is not synonymous with the plan of

salvation or plan of redemption but is a key part thereof brigham
young stated that the gospel of the son of god that has been
revealed is a plan or system of laws and ordinances by strict
obedience to which the people who inhabit this earth are assured
that they may return again into the presence of the father and the
son while the plan of salvation is what god and christ have done
for mortals in the creation the fall the atonement the final
judgment and the salvation of the world the gospel contains the
i ons
instructions
instruct
the laws and ordinances that enable human beings
to make the atonement effective in their lives and thereby gain
salvation 2 the plan of salvation therefore forms the larger context
for all scriptural references to the gospel of jesus christ 3 ne
2713 15 moses 662 dac 2017 25 7640 53 the gospel
message makes no sense apart from an understanding of the
historical reality of the fall the atonement of christ and a final
judgment for each person

THE GOSPEL IN THE BOOK OF MORMON

jacob one of the first nephite prophets used the phrases
doctrine of christ and gospel of christ interchangeably in
speaking to jacob sherem who denied anyone could know that
christ would come said that jacob went about preaching that
which he called the gospel or the doctrine of christ jacob 76
nephi seems to have also interchanged the two terms shortly after
leaving jerusalem he had prophesied to his brothers that the
fulness
falness of the gospel of the messiah would come to the gentiles
1 I1 ne1513
ne 1513 speaking
to his brothers further of a future restoration
speakingtohis
to their seed nephi said that their descendants would come to the
nei
514 italics
knowledge of the gospel of their redeemer 1 I1 ne
Nel1514
nel514
added compare 2 ne 305 this statement implies not only that
they would come to know their redeemer but also that they would
have knowledge of the very points of his doctrine and it would
be by knowing these points of doctrine that they would know how
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to come unto him and be saved 1 I1 ne 1514 italics added the
gospel contains points of doctrine that teach people how to come
unto christ it will be demonstrated below that the two book of
mormon chapters that define the doctrine of christ and the one
chapter that defines the gospel of christ all say essentially the
same things

THE GOSPEL AS TAUGHT BY NEPHI

the first comprehensive statement of the gospel or doctrine of

christ in the book of mormon occurs in 2 nephi 3 11 these twenty
one verses are framed by bookend statements the first of which says
that nephi will present a few words concerning the doctrine of
christ and that he will write plainly according to the plainness
of the preceding prophetic summary 2 ne 312 in the previous
same teaching as the gospel of
chapter nephi had spoken of this sameteaching
jesus christ 2 ne 305
305.
305 in chapter 31 nephi again emphasizes
the simplicity of his account indicating that he will put the matter
as plainly as possible according to human language and

understanding 2 ne 312 3 compare 324 the nineteen verse
explication that follows concludes with the reaffirmation that this
is the doctrine of christ and the only and true doctrine of the father
and of the son and of the holy ghost 2 ne 3121 this is a
mormon
monnon
non as
chapter of major importance for the rest of the book of mon
it establishes a pattern for all later nephite prophets it also formulates a complex of ideas that informs every major sermon and
signal led
gives rich meaning to stories related later in the text nephi signalled
its importance by prominent placement of this passage at the end of
his writings even though its content is an elaboration of materials
presented in undeveloped form much earlier the importance of
nephis formulation was resoundingly emphasized by the savior
Nephites five and a half centuries later
himself during his visit to the nephites
chapter 31 of 2 nephi appears to be an amplification of the
visions of
lehl and nephi reported in 1I nephi 10 and 11 in which
lehi
oflehi
each had seen the necessity and mission of the redeemer lehi
explained that a redeemer was necessary because all mankind were
ilg19 nephi saw
in a lost and in a fallen state 1 I1 ne 106 see also 1119
1
I
that jesus was the redeemer of the world 1 ne 1127 just as
nephi derives from this vision his account of the doctrine of
christ so lehi uses the vision of jesus baptism as the introduction
to his presentation to his sons concerning the gospel that christ
preached among the jews 1 I1 ne 10 11 although nephi gives
only minimal details of jesus baptism in the account summarized
in I1 nephi there are enough similar details in 2 nephi 31 that one

nel0ll
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can assume this chapter gives a fuller account of what lehi and
nephi saw in their first camp in the wilderness for example
nephis first account of jesus baptism is followed by a description
of the heavens opening and the holy ghost descending in the form
of a dove 1 I1 ne 1127 the descension of the holy ghost is
also repeated in the extended second account 2 ne 318 nephi
even calls on his readers to remember the earlier account as the
context for the additional details he will now report 2 ne 314
he adds to the second report that jesus then said unto the children
of men follow thou me 2 ne 3110 12 the major elaboration
in the second account is a set of quotations that nephi attributes to
the voices of the father and the son presumably as narrators
explaining the vision to him at the time it was first received he
concludes the chapter with a complex summary that weaves
together all the points that have been introduced in the descriptive
and narrative sections
given the extraordinary significance of nephis presentation
of the gospel of jesus christ it is of some interest to know what
learn of no
sources he might have been using from the text we leam
definite source beyond the revelation reported in I1 nephi 11 in
which nephi saw the baptism of christ in vision and heard the voice
of the son saying to the children of men follow thou me 2 ne
3110 and follow me and do the things which ye have seen
me do 2 ne 3112 nephi clearly interprets this message to mean
that people should follow the example of jesus christ nephis
formula
nula he uses to
analysis of that example provides him with the fon
teach the doctrine of christ to his own people and to readers of the
mormon
book of monnon

the structure

of 2 nephi 31

the six major points of doctrine

noted above emerge clearly
in this nineteen verse presentation nephi develops these points of
doctrine through a complex presentation that advances five ver
sions of his central message each of which contains some
instructive variation
variation 1I the example of christ is given as a first explanation of the gospel 2 ne 314 10 by humbling himself before
the father being baptized by water witnessing unto the father that
he would be obedient in keeping his commandments and receiving
the holy ghost christ showed the straitness of the path and
narrowness of the gate by which they should enter 2 ne 319
variation 2 the voices of both the father and the son are
heard identifying the aspects of christs example that are expected
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of all individuals repentance and baptism in order to receive the
holy ghost 2 ne 3111 12
variation 3 nephi offers his personal testimony to his brothers
2 ne 3113 if they will follow the son sincerely repenting of
their sins and witnessing to the father by baptism that they are
willing to take upon them the name of christ then they will receive
the holy ghost and the baptism of fire and of the holy ghost
variation 4 the voices of the father and son are invoked
again to repeat and explain the central elements of the formula
2 ne 3114 15 the voice of the son repeats each of these points

and warns that those who follow this formula but then deny him will
be in a worse condition than before the voice of the fatherendorses
father endorses
the words of the son as true and faithful and adds the promise that
those who endure to the end will be saved
variation 5 nephi gives a final summary people cannot be
saved unless they endure to the end repentance and baptism by
immersion are the gate by which they must enter the kingdom of
god these steps will be followed by a remission of sins by fire
and the holy ghost but individuals must remember that all steps
in this process are possible only through faith in jesus christ
finally nephi writes that enduring to the end implies pressing
forward with steadfastness faith in christ which is to be complemented by a perfect brightness of hope and a love of god and of
all men 2 ne 3116 20

the content of nephis message
five fold presentation reinforces
nephis fivefold
variation and augmentation the result is the

through repetition
following enriched
account of the six basic points of the doctrine of christ sketched above
repentance repentance is always the starting point part of
the gate by which one should enter the strait and narrow path 2 ne
3117 in being the example christ did not need to start with
repentance because as nephi states three times jesus was holy
yet even being holy jesus humbled himself before the father
2 ne 315
31577 this example identifies humility and total sincerity
as the key to repentance people must follow the son with full
purpose of heart acting no hypocrisy and no deception before god
but with real intent repenting of their sins 2 ne 3113
baptism baptism is the other part of the gate it is by repenting
and being baptized that one follows the son through the gate and
enters the strait and narrow path that leads to eternal life 2 ne
3117 baptism is an external witness to the father of an internal
commitment that individuals are willing to take upon themselves
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the name of christ by baptism and that they are willing to keep
christs commandments 2 ne 3113 14
holy ghost christ promises that the father will give the
holy ghost to any repentant person who is baptized in christs
name 2 ne 3112 using an alternative description of this gift
nephi explains to his brethren that only after repentance and
baptism cometh the baptism of fire and of the holy ghost 2 ne
3113 this gift from the father appears to have multiple functions
the first function mentioned is the ability to communicate
divine knowledge the power to speak things not previously
possible in nephis words then can ye speak with the tongue of
angels and shout praises unto the holy one of israel 2 ne 3113
after concluding his presentation of the doctrine of christ nephi
perceives that this matter has not been understood in chapter 32 he
provides further explanation indicating that angels speak by
power of the holy ghost therefore men need the holy ghost to
speak with the tongue of angels 2 ne 322 3
the language of fire in chapter 31 seems directed at a second
function of the baptism of fire and of the holy ghost that of
cleansing the recipient from sin in the third use of this phrase
nephi says that the remission of sins comes by fire and by the holy

ghost

2

ne 3117

the third

function is that of giving a witness to the convert
from the father and son just as baptism of water constitutes a
witness of the convert to the father so the baptism of fire and of the
holy ghost is a witness from the father and the son to the convert
it witnesses of the father and the son thereby fulfilling the
promise of the gospel that if ye entered in by the way repentance
and baptism ye should receive 2 ne 3118 nephi further wams
warns
bams
in connection with this spiritual baptism that if after all this one
denies christ it would be better not to have known him 2 ne

3114

faith nephi treats faith in jesus christ as a fundamental prin-

ciple which underlies all the others and links them together this
same sense was present in joseph smiths original wentworth
letter which used the singular first principle and ordinances of
the gospel which is rendered principles in the articles of faith
A of F 4
nephi delays introducing faith until near the end of his
presentation for faith is the link between what one does to enter the
gate and what one must do thereafter one cannot have gotten into
the gate save it were by the word of christ with unshaken faith in
him relying wholly upon the merits of him who is mighty to save
2 ne 3119 and after getting onto this path one cannot attain

aoff4
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salvation except by pressing forward with a steadfastness in

christ 2 ne 3120
endurance to the end the gift of the holy ghost in its

revelatory function seems particularly designed to aid converts with
the final requirement that they endure to the end 2 ne 3115 for
unless men and women endure to the end in following christs
example they cannot be saved 2 ne 3116 but as nephi explains
later when he expounds on his presentation for all those who have
entered in by the way and received the holy ghost it will show
unto them all things what they should do 2 ne 325 having
reduced the message to its essentials he emphasizes one last time
that this is the doctrine of christ and there will be no more doctrine
given until after he shall manifest himself unto you 2 ne 326
enduring to the end implies pressing forward in faith hope
and charity this trio of concepts occurs repeatedly in book of
mormon sermons in connection with this point of the doctrine of
christ see moro 826 1020 21 ether 1232 34 the three are
clearly indicated in nephis closing summary where he instructs
people to endure to the end and
press forward with a steadfastness falth
faith
laith in christ
having a perfect brightness of hope and

a love of god and ofall
ali
ail men
of all
cfall

11

2

ne 3120 italics added

eternal life the reward promised to those who endure to the
end is that they shall be saved 2 ne 3115 nephi supplements
the words of the father by insisting that unless individuals follow
christ in repenting being baptized and enduring to the end they
cannot be saved 2 ne 3116 quoting the father a second time on
this point nephi says that all who do these things shall have eternal
life 2 ne 3120 or be saved in the kingdom of god 2 ne

3121
3121 their assurance that this salvation will indeed come to pass
is the gift of the holy ghost which they receive and enjoy in the
present it is both a living witness that this future promise will be

fulfilled and the means by which they can endure to the end and
qualify for eternal life
CHRIST AMONG THE NEPHITES

the report of the events of the coming of christ among

the
Nep hites is also constructed around multiple repetitions of this
nephites
doctrine of christ whereas nephi asks men and women to follow
christs example the savior himself invites the people to come
unto me Q3 ne 1220
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the structure of christs teachings
interestingly although the account of christs visit to the
Nephites gives a more scattered and complex treatment of the
nephites
doctrine of christ this record also presents the doctrine five times
each time with instructive variations and internal repetitions
variation 71 the first and clearest presentation is given by the
voice of christ as it speaks out of the heaven to all the land 3 ne
91 16 four of the six points of the doctrine of christ as outlined
by nephi are specifically advanced in this passage
the voice ofchrist emphasizes the blessings to those who will
receive him stating first that unto such he has given to become the
sons of god 3 ne 917 this point is echoed in the closing
injunction to all to repent come unto him as a little child and be
saved 3 ne 922 to receive him or to come unto him is explained
as believing on his name faith and offering fora
for a sacrifice unto him
a broken heart and a contrite spirit repentance the immediate
promise to those who do this is that he will baptize them with fire
and with the holy ghost the lamanites
Lama nites received this baptism
because of their faith Q3 ne 920
variation 2 baptism of water is the focus of the second and
most complete declaration of his doctrine 3 ne 1123 39
detailed instructions on baptism are given explicitly to settle
some earlier and unreported disputatious
disputations 3 ne 1128 all
people are to believe in christ and be baptized if they will be saved
3 ne 1133 two repetitions of this point emphasize that men
and women must repent become as little children and be baptized
in his name several times christ emphasizes that he is presenting his doctrine which the father has given him 3 ne 1128
30 3239
32 39

jesus then turns to the multitude and gives a
briefer version of the same instructions as an introduction to the
non at the temple Q3 ne 121 2 the message is repeated three
sermon
sennon
sen

variation

3

times with some variations

those who heed the words of the twelve and are baptized
with water will be baptized by the lord with fire and the
holy ghost

3

ne

12

laa
1

the people will be blessed if they will believe in jesus and

1b
be baptized 3 ne 12
12lb

all

who 1 believe the words of those people who have
seen and followed christ 2 humble themselves and 3
are baptized will likewise be visited with fire and the holy
ghost and will receive a remission of their sins 3 ne 122
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variation 4 the sermon at the temple also invokes the
language of these instructions at several points enduring to the end
is finally introduced and then emphasized jesus says 1 I am the law
and the light look unto me and endure to the end and ye shall
live for unto him that dureth
to the end will I1 give eternal life
en
endureth
3

ne 159
variation

following these presentations the reporter
describes in detail the baptism of the nephites
Nephites and in so doing
brings out again the points of this doctrine 3 ne 197 28 the
people pray for the holy ghost Q3 ne 197 10 then they are
baptized the holy ghost falls upon them and they are filled with
the holy ghost and with fire 3 ne 1911 14 praying in thanksgiving to the father jesus indicates they have been purified because
of their faith 3 ne 1928
5

the content of christs teachings
these passages

in 3 nephi report the doctrine of christ in the
most authoritative setting as it is the voice of christ himself that
delivers it publicly to all the people all six of the points of this
doctrine as introduced by nephi are here though there are several

significant variations of phraseology that enrich and enlarge the
meaning even further
faith belief on christs name often comes first and is usually
included in every statement about his doctrine whereas nephi
incorporated faith only once as a unifying link at the end of his
sermon Q3 ne 917 20 1132 33 121 2 19 1920 28 jesus
sennon
commands the people to believe in him 3 ne 121 19 he says
that he chooses his people because of their faith or belief in him
Q3 ne 1920 28
repentance repentance is emphasized occurring again in
almost every restatement or repetition of the points of doctrine it is
Isaia hs terminology of a new sacrifice of a broken
here phrased in isaiahs
isaials
heart and a contrite spirit 3 ne 920 1219 it is a commandment
that all people repent As did nephi christ links repentance with the
depths of humility Q3 ne 122 but more often with becoming as
a little child Q3 ne 922 1137 38
baptism baptism is described by the savior in terms that are
virtually indistinguishable from nephis the savior provides the
entire baptismal prayer which indicates that one is baptized by a
person holding the authority from christ to perform this ordinance
such as the twelve disciples who received these instructions 3 the
prayer also explicitly states that immersion is required Q3 ne
1123 26

the gospel ofjesus
of jesus christ
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holy ghost the baptism of fire and of the holy ghost
described by christ in the first 3 nephi account is also the same as
that presented earlier by nephi jesus indicates that it comes
Lama nites
faith he also says that the converted lamanites
because of
it
without
this
had
knowing
happened
confirmation
experienced
Q3 ne 920 As in nephis account this baptism of fire and of the
holy ghost is the means by which the father bears record of the son
to believers 3 ne 1135 the holy ghost bears record of both the
father and the son in addressing the multitude jesus like nephi
links this spiritual baptism which follows repentance and baptism
in water with the gift of a remission of sins 3 ne 122 the most
important extension of the readers understanding of this point of
doctrine is provided by the report of the actual event in which the
Nephites
nephites taught by christ are themselves baptized after all had
been baptized the holy ghost did fall upon them and they were
filled with the holy ghost and with fire the people actually saw
as a group the fire as it came down from heaven and encircled them
the sight dramatized the divine origins of this gift and its purifying
effect Q3 ne 1913 14
endurance to the end enduring to the end is also taught to the
Nephites
nephites in these passages but it is not elaborated or emphasized
nearly as much here as it was by nephi the principle is stated
clearly and strongly but in only one passage 3 ne 159 and without any elaborations referring explicitly to faith hope or charity
eternal life the final reward of those who come unto christ
by obeying these commandments is as earlier in nephi that they
will be saved they will receive eternal life Q3 ne 159 but this
promise is expanded to include the idea that to them it will be given
to become the sons of god Q3 ne 917 and in the sermon at
the temple they are promised the kingdom of heaven 3 ne
123 1421
142
1

CHRIST AMONG THE DISCIPLES
Nephites as described above
the saviors first teachings to the nephites

were aimed at settling disputatious
disputations about the points of his doctrine
Q3 ne 1128 his later and undated visit to the disciples focuses
similarly on a disputation among the people this time regarding the
name of the church 3 ne 273 the saviors first response is to
point to the gospel the scriptures instruct people to take upon them
the name of christ for by this name shall ye be called at the last
day the scriptures also promise that whoever does so and endures
to the end shall be saved at the last day similarly the church will
be christs church if it is called in his name and if it so be that they
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are built upon my christs gospel the necessity of being built
upon his gospel is stated four times after which he reminds his
disciples that he has already given them his gospel he is apparently
referring to 3 nephi 11 3 ne 275 13
but the explanation of the gospel is not left to memory as the
lord launches directly into another definition beginning with the
announcement that this is the gospel Q3 ne 2713 this time the
term used is gospel rather than doctrine but again no difference seems to be implied the one significant difference in this
presentation is that it is prefaced with a statement which invokes the
larger context of the plan of salvation although the full plan of
salvation is not spelled out the atonement of christ is mentioned as
the reason why all men and women will be brought to stand before
christ to be judged Q3 ne 2714 16

structure of christs message to the disciples

the brief presentation in 3 nephi 27 is based on three
repetitions the first articulation discusses who will be saved the
answer is whoever repents is baptized and is filled with the holy
ghost see 3 ne 126 and if the person endures to the end he or
she will be held guiltless at the day of judgment those who do not
endure to the end will be cast into the fire Q3 ne 2716 17 compare
3 ne 122
12266 in one brief sentence the lord articulates five of the
six points of his gospel enduring to the end is emphasized by being
mentioned twice while faith is left unstated
the second articulation remedies the omission by emphasizing the role of faith nothing entereth into his rest save it be
those who have washed their gan
nents
garments
bents in my blood because of their
faith and the repentance of all their sins and their faithfulness unto
the end Q3 ne 2719 this version does not explicitly mention
baptism of water or the baptism of fire and of the holy ghost but
they are implied in the idea of washing ones garments in his blood
the third articulation clarifies even this point repent
come unto me and be baptized in my name that ye may be sanctified
by the reception of the holy ghost that ye may stand spotless before
me at the last day Q3 ne 2720 the context of the judgment is
retained throughout
content of christs message to the disciples

this series of brief definitional

statements is framed by verse
13 and the similar concluding reaffirmation in verse 21
verily
verily
this is my gospel As brief as these statements are
further insights on the individual points of doctrine emerge

jesus christ
the gospel of fesus
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faith faith leads to baptism of water and fire by which
people wash their garments in the blood of christ and faith is the
key to endurance or faithfulness unto the end Q3 ne 2719
repentance repentance is mentioned three times but
elaborated only at one point where christ indicates that washing
ones garments in his blood requires repentance of all ones sins
ne 2719
3ne2719

3

baptism in this sermon christ mentions baptism two times
with the only elaboration being its implicit inclusion in the concept
of washing garments clean in his blood 3 ne 2719
holy ghost the baptism of fire and of the holy ghost is
mentioned or implied three times but in different terms the
promise that those who are baptized will be filled Q3 ne 2716
must in light of 3 nephi 126 refer to the holy ghost one
statement that those who come unto christ and are baptized will be
sanctified by the reception of the holy ghost elaborates on the
cleansing power of the baptism of fire and its implicit inclusion in
the washing of garments in the blood of christ 3 ne 2720
endurance to the end endurance to the end and failure to
endure to the end are explicitly mentioned 3 ne 2716 in the
second articulation this phrase becomes faithfulness unto the
ne 2719
end 33ne2719
eternal life with the focus on judgment in this chapter it is
not surprising that the rewards of the faithful are first stated in terms
of being held guiltless at the judgment day Q3 ne 2716 but the
savior quickly returns to the traditional language of entering his
kingdom or entering into his rest 3 ne 2719 the judgment
context reasserts itself in the final articulation as the faithful will be
able to stand spotless before him at the last day 3 ne 2720
THE GOSPEL MERISMS
abbreviated statements OF tite
to this point this paper has been concerned with an analysis

of the three major statements in the book of mormon that provide
complete definitions of the doctrine of jesus christ taken together
the three provide the reader with a clear concept of the gospel of
jesus christ as the Nep
hites understood it as well as a rich
nephites
abundance of explanatory and metaphorical insights into the
individual points of doctrine
although the three statements constitute the clearest and
fullest definitions of the gospel they are only a small portion of the
total book of mormon statements on this subject the same pattern
appears in the teachings of all the book of mormon prophets in the
form of injunctions to the people to believe in christ to repent to
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be baptized that they might be cleansed by reception of the holy
ghost and to endure to the end and be saved As in the definitional
chapters these many statements of the gospel contain instructive
variations on terminology but individually these statements are
often elliptical leaving out one or more of the six points however

for an audience familiar with the basic pattern in the three defining
statements the reference is perfectly clear
these elliptical references by book of mormon prophets often
take the form of
merismus 4 a classical rhetorical device in which the
ofmerismus
merismus
division of an important topic or statement into component parts
allowed for its full invocation by explicit listing of selected parts
only 5 in the hebrew bible mer
merismus
ismus occurs as concise or
condensed expressions which by mentioning the first and last or
more prominent elements of a series implicitly invoke the larger
entity symbolically expressed merismus is the brachylogous use
of AY or ABY or AXY in place of the complete series
the collective Z of which the
XY to represent516
ABC
116
6
individuals A to Y are members
understood as a formula composed of a list of ordered
elements the gospel lends itself well to this rhetorical device by
mentioning two or more elements usually including the last
element a writer can invoke all components of the formula even
though they are not each mentioned explicitly A typical book of
mormon example of a merism states that believing in jesus and
enduring to the end is life eternal 2 ne 334 A conservative count
merisme in the book of mormon including the
of gospel related merisms
multiple presentations summarized below gives at least 130 fairly
clear statements of the gospel or doctrine of christ see appendix
the pattern found in nephis early definitional statement of
the gospel shows up immediately in the teaching of nephis brother
jacob unless nephi actually derives it from jacob and throughout
the teaching of later book of mormon prophets almost every
doctrinal teacher and writer in the book of mormon witnesses to the
same set of teachings sometimes with distinctive terminology but
always with the same logical structure of ideas the pattern is set by
lehi nephi and jacob others who carry on the tradition include
amaleka benjamin alma mosiah alma the younger amules
amaleki
amulek
ammon aaron helaman and his sons nephi and lehi samuel the
lamanite mormon and moroni ether is reported by moroni to
have taught the same gospel pattern to the jaredites
Jared ites in their decline
the greatest emphasis of all occurs in the record of Ch
christs
fists
hings
teachings
aings to the nephites
Nephites there can be no doubt that this was a
teac
deac
conceptual pattern of the first importance to the nephites
Nephites in their
teachings about god and his children

the gospel ofjesus
of jesus christ
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most of these passages are quite clear and use the same basic
language developed in the definitional chapters for example in his
comments about the future gentiles the savior commands the
Nephites
nephites to record his words for the benefit of the gentiles for
whoever will hearken unto my words have faith and repent and
be baptized shall be saved Q3 ne 235 it would be difficult to
state a majority of the points of the doctrine of christ in fewer words
monnon invites the gentiles to repent come
in a similar appeal mormon
unto christ and be baptized in his name that they may receive a
remission of their sins be filled with the holy ghost and be
numbered with his people Q3 ne 302 jacob is just as clear and
economical in stating the whole formula negatively in his great
sermon
non on redemption he warns all people that if they will not
sennon
sen
repent and believe in christs name and be baptized in his name
and endure to the end they must be damned 2 ne 924
in some cases it seems we have what amounts to a merism
within a merism As has been indicated above enduring to the end
was explained by nephi in terms of faith hope and charity 2 ne
3120 like his father moroni also emphasized these principles
perhaps using them singly to invoke the trio see for example
ether 1232 and 34 where hope and charity respectively seem to
invoke enduring to the end
other passages say the same things with a more complex
vocabulary nephi ends his writings by appealing to the gentiles
indicating that there is no hope for them except they shall be
reconciled unto christ and enter into the narrow gate and walk the
strait path which leads to life and continue in the path until the end
of the day of probation 2 ne 339 moronis final farewell invites
all people to come unto christ and be perfected in him by denying
themselves all ungodliness then they will be sanctified through
the shedding of the blood of christ which is in the covenant of the
father unto the remission of sins that they become holy without
moro 1032 33
spotmoro
spot
many passages present fuller versions of the gospel
exhibiting unique emphases and phrasings in his summary of the
jaredine
jaredite
Jaredite record moroni inserts another appeal from the lord to the
future gentiles an appeal which is built on repeated urgings to
believe and to come unto the lord the time will come when they
will rend the veil of unbelief and call upon the father in the name
of christ with broken hearts and contrite spirits all must repent
and come unto christ believe in his gospel and be baptized in his
name all who do this will be saved if they are found faithful at the
last day and they will be lifted up to dwell in the kingdom christ has
prepared for them ether 410 19
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because the gospel formula is so clearly established and
understood among book of mormon peoples it frequently provides
the implicit interpretive or explanatory framework for reports of
actual historical experiences the description of the baptism of the
hites by christs disciples has already been mentioned above
Nep
nephites
see 3 ne 19 but there are numerous other examples including the
description in mosiah of the response of benjamins people to his
great sermon mosiah 5 the account oflimhis
people and their
of
hope of forming a church based on almas principles mosiah
2130 35 the efforts of alma to organize a church among the
Nep
hites mosiah 25 alma the youngers account of his
nephites
conversion mosiah 27 the confrontation of nephi and lehi
with their captors in the prison hel 5 samuels description of the
cormons
conversion of the lamanites
Lama nites hel 15 and mormons
Mormons description
of the establishment of the church among the Nephites
nephites by the
disciples of christ 4 ne 1 in these reports the details of what
happened and what people did make sense only in terms of the
doctrine of christ and its basic elements these experiences
illustrate the process of sinful people coming to christ and partaking of his saving power through his gospel the assumed background teaching of the gospel informs the accounts and gives them

limpis
limhis

meaning far beyond the actual descriptions in the text
book of mormon discussions of ordinances are almost all
stated in such a way as to invoke most of the elements of the doctrine
of christ salient examples include the baptismal instructions and
prayer of alma at the waters of mormon mosiah 187 13 of
Nephites Q3 ne 11 and of moroni moro 6 as
christ among the nephites
well as the introduction of the sacrament Q3 ne 20 and the pattern
for ordaining priests and teachers as reported by moroni moro 3
for example this last reference records the actual prayer of
ordination used by the nephites
Nephites the ordainer speaks in the name
jesus
of
christ and ordains the candidate to preach repentance and
remission of sins through jesus christ by the endurance of faith on
his name to the end moro 33 moroni further explains that they
ordained men by the power of the holy ghost moro 34 this
discussion is soon followed by an account of the procedures for
baptism moro 6 again faith in jesus christ the most obvious
element is omitted
one of the main contexts in which book of mormon prophets
invoked the gospel of jesus christ explicitly and implicitly was in
their sermons on redemption rebirth priesthood israel and other
subjects the language and logic of many such sermons would be
unintelligible without implicit awareness of the various elements of
the gospel examples include jacobs sermon on redemption

the gospel ofjesus
of jesus christ
2

ne

9
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zenoss
jenoss allegory of the olive tree jacob 5 benjamins

valedictory sen
sermon
non mosiah 2 5
sennon

almas discourse on priesthood

alma 13 moronis discourse on faith hope and charity moro
mormons
Mor
and cormons
mons discussion of the baptism of children moro 8

7

formulations
the other LDS scriptures contain similar fori
nulations of the
merisme
meri sms see
gospel of jesus christ many of which also include merisms
dac 1063 70 119 24 1929 32 2037 3310 13 396 6825
moses 514 15
5 8 650 53.
53 drawing on this perspective latter
1558
day saints can see the same concept behind more succinct new
testament passages matt 311 2413 14 acts 238 194 6
ilg16 for example pauls statement to the ephesians that by
rom 1116
grace are ye saved through faith can be read as a merism implicitly
invoking all elements of the gospel even though only faith and
salvation the first and last are mentioned eph 28

conclusion
three book of mormon passages provide extended

definitions of the gospel or doctrine of jesus christ in each case the
definition is a six point formula that is repeated in varied ways
numerous additional passages and merisme
merisms assume these
definitions in a way that indicates the definitions were both
normative and paradigmatic for all book of mormon writers their
gospel message can be understood only in terms of a larger con
text that of the plan of salvation which includes accounts of the
creation the fall the atonement of jesus christ and a future
judgment given that context the gospel taught by nephi and the
savior tells us that anyone who has faith in jesus christ repents is
baptized receives the holy ghost and endures to the end will be
saved in the kingdom of heaven
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APPENDIX
mormon
monnon
non
merisme in the book of mon
gospel merisms

key

faith or belief in christ
repentance

I1

2

baptism and obedience to the commandments
receiving the holy ghost
5 enduring to the end sometimes indicated meristically by
mention of only one distinctive element hope or charity
6 gaining salvation or eternal life
3

4

7
1
I

nephi

64

6

5 6
815 30
3056

1018
101822
1337
4 5 6
1337456
145 2 6
1514
151466
5 6
2231 3356
2

nephi

29
29166
1

612 2 6
61226
1 2 3 6
923
9231236
1 2 3 5 6
924
92412356
1 2
302
30212
307 1
3071
2 3 4 5 6
317 15
1523456
5 6
3116
311656
3117 2 3 4
3117234
5 6
3120
312056
1 2
325
34
3251234
5 6
334
334156
339
339166
1
1

mosiah
3 5 6
241
241356
321 1122

430 3 5
5 6
515
51556

6

3 6
1233
123336
1511 1166
1522 1 3 6
1522136
2 6
1613
161326
187 1 2 6
187126
5 6
189
18956
1813 34 5 6
18133456
1 2
1820
182012
2131 3

6
2322
232216
1
2 3
2622
2622123
1
6
2623
262316
2632 2 6
1

alma
1 5 6
511 13
13156
521 2 6
551 2266

562 2 3 6
2 3 4 6
714
71412346
2 3 5 6
715 16
162356
2 6
912
91226
2 3 6
927
9271236
1

jacob

64
64166
1

gli
2 3 5 6
611
6112356
omni

5 6
126
12656

1

1
6
1140
114016
1
2 6
1215
1215126
2
6
1233
123326

of jesus christ
the gospel ofjesus

1234 2 6
2 6
1235
123526
2 6
1237
123726
2 6
1313
131326
1328 29 1 2
2 6
1936
1936126

3 4 5 6
29123456
1

226
292

2 6

2

2 5 6
3213
3213256
2 5
3215
321525
3241 42
42166
3323
3323166
3431 2266
3624 2 4
1

1

382 5
2 5 6
416
416256
4231 2266
helaman

511 2266
1
2
541
54112

5 6
235123456

276 1 5 6
276156
2 3 4 6
2716
27162346
5 6
2717
271756
2719 1 2 6
2719126
2720 2 3 4 6

302

2 3 4 6

mormon

32
73
77

2 3 6
2 6
9 1 2 3 6
710 1 3 4 6

91236
1

929

6
6

6

ether

1014 2 6
101426

2 6
136
136126
1

1311 1122
2 6
1313
131326
1413 1 2
141312
1429 1 6
142916
1
2
157
15712

314 1 6
31416
418 1 2 3 6
4181236
55 2 6
1 6
124
12416
129 1 6
12916
5 6
1232
123256
5 6
1234
123456

nephi

moroni

33
24 5
33245

716
716122
725 2 3
914
91466
917 1 6
91716
922 2 6
1

2 3 6
331236
2 3 6

1131 33

1 5 6
159
159156
2 6
1613
161326
2 6
1832
183226
1 4
1928
192814
1 2 3 4
235
3 4
2617
261734

1

1

3

1421 3366
151 3366

7101346
96
96166 3 6
923
923136
3 5

1
6
328
32816

547
5471
728 2
922 2
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1

1137
1137236
1138
23 6
1138236
1
2 3 4
122
itt
1221234
3 6
1220
122036

2 3 45
61 4 112345
1 6
726
72616
1 2 3 6
734
7341236
738 1 6
73816
744 6
83 5
1
825 26
23 4 5 6
26123456

1021 5566
1
2 4
1032 33
33124
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NOTES
youn
young second president
presidentof
ofbrigham
brigham young discourses Brigham
of jesus christ
odthe
of the church ofjesus
of
ofthe
A widtsoe salt lake city deseret book co 1983
2
some readers might wonder ifthe
inthe
if the formula reported here as the gospel is not overly restricted
it does not mention missionary work temple marriage genealogy or home teaching the purpose of this
paper is to analyze the term as used in the book of mormon only no attention is given to the much broader
meanings one encounters in contemporary latter day saint discourse
3
one might ask why it is that a baptizer needs authority if following nephi baptism is only the
outward evidence one gives of an internal covenant why is not baptism simply an act initiated by the
convert9
converth9 nephi
nephis s brotherjacob
convert
brother jacob teaches that there is a keeper that minds the gate by which a person enters
into the straight and narrow way 2 ne 941 minimally the authorized baptizer represents the holy one
of israel bringing the repentant applicant through the true gate other gates may lead to other places
furthermore in submitting to baptism by particularly authorized agents individuals indicate publicly and
to the lord that it is the gospel taught by those agents that they wish to obey
1I
am indebted to paul Y hoskisson forcalling
for calling my attention to this phenomenon and its possible
ismus in the
merismus
mensmus
significance for this study professor hoskisson is conducting a comprehensive study of mer
book of mormon which when published will provide a valuable perspective for the present analysis
I51 see
meris
mens oxford
henry george liddell and robert scott A greek english lexicon sub merls
clarendon press 1968
uen
mensmus
aa
1952 14
smus in biblical hebrew journal ofbiblical
Menismus
merismus
6aA M honeyman wen
Mer
of biblical hebrew 71 195214

lay saints arr john
latter day
of larter
oflatter
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